SCS Compact

SCS Compact CT

SCS Compact CT
The SCS Compact CT is our entry-level model providing the high-quality Rex-Royal quality standards for professionals.
Beside of the preparation of coffee and the dispensing of hot water, the high quality Rex-Royal brewing unit guarantees
a constant piston contact pressure. The powerful pumps and the high-quality Rex-Royal grinders are a guarantor for a
constant coffee quality during the whole brewing process. The SCS Compact CT combines the most modern technology
with easy operation in a compact design. It is the perfect coffee machine for offices, convenience stores, takeaways,
petrol stations etc. If required, you will be able to prepare two coffees simultaneously.

Features
Coffee

Hot Water

Advantages
- Capacitive touchscreen control panel up to 10 beverages. The functions are self-explanatory and harmonious.
Stored programming settings can be easily transferred to
other machines.
- Simultaneous preparation of two beverages.
- The proven, refined, Rex-Royal metal brewing unit
containing up to 15.5 grams of coffee powder, guarantees,
also for double products, an optimal extraction of the
coffee grounds and ensures an outstanding coffee quality.

- The reliable stainless steel rotary-disk-pump with extreme
efficient brushless motor guarantees a constant brewing
pressure and consequently perfect coffee.
- Up to 175 mm outlet height.
- Modular construction of the coffee machine for short
intervention and maintenance times.
- Swiss quality – Swiss Made

Specification
Typ
1

Electrical Connection
1N 230VAC 2.0kW

Hot Water
20 litres/h

Dimensions WxLxH: 342 x 596 x 670 mm

Instant
no

Steam
no

* 1 grinder

Fresh Milk Weight*
no
37 kg

** Depending on cup size and grinding

Add-on units and options
Brewing accelerator
Second Rex-Royal grinder
Payement systems
Mobile carts

Cup dispenser with 3 inserts
Cup warmer with 4 heated trays
Lockable bean hoppers
and much more
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Cups / Hour
up to 140 cups**

